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Corporate Overview

Saving Lives 
Through 

Improved 
Mobility

Econolite is the 
Leader in One-Stop-Shop 
Traffic Management Solutions
From policy, system-planning, and design to system and sensor 
products, integration, implementation, operation, maintenance 
and support, as well as consulting services for Connected and 
Automated Vehicles (CAVs).

160,000+
SENSORS

120,000+
CONTROLLERS

150,000+
CABINETS

360+
CENTRAL SYSTEMS

DEPLOYED PRODUCTS

The Leader 
in One-Stop-Shop 

Traffic Management 
Solutions



To learn more, visit www.econolite.com

Econolite’s Four Pillars

Econolite offers a One-Stop-Shop for traffic management solutions. Our Four Pillars– Cabinets, 
Controllers, Systems, and Sensors allow us to help agencies ease congestion, improve air 
quality, make our roadways safer, and ultimately SAVE LIVES THROUGH IMPROVED MOBILITY.  

Systems

Econolite Systems focuses 
on delivery of product and 

service solutions across the 
entire ITS project spectrum – 
from software development, 
system design, integration, 

field-services, and operations, 
to public policy, and planning 
assistance for V2X programs. 

The interoperable industry 
leading Centracs® Mobility 

platform offers agencies 
advanced transportation 

management solutions and has 
been deployed in over 57,000 

intersections worldwide. 

Cabinets

Econolite’s traffic control 
cabinets are designed 

and built to future proof 
the intersection. With the 

industry’s widest variety of 
cabinet options, and quickest 
delivery times, agencies can 

choose from our Blue Series 
line of ready-to-ship cabinets, 
from ATCC, NEMA, 33x, and 

hybrid styles. Additionally, we 
offer a full breadth of cabinet 
accessories, from ZincBlue 
UPS, and electronic locks, to 
artful cabinet wraps for City 

beautification programs.  

Sensors 

Econolite provides best-in-
class, cross-spectrum sensor 

solutions for vehicle, bicycle, and 
pedestrian detection. We know 
that every agency’s detection 

objectives are unique, and can 
often be challenging. We offer a 
sensor solution to address each 

agency’s specific application 
need. From Autoscope® video, 
EVO RADAR™, and AccuSense® 

in-ground magnetometers, 
each technology is designed 

and developed with simplicity 
in mind for easy set-up and 

ease of use.

Controllers

Econolite’s traffic controllers 
are critical for the overall 

safety of intersections and 
to support Connected and 

Automated Vehicle programs. 
We offer the ATC 2070 and 
Cobalt® lines of advanced 
traffic controllers. Cobalt, 

powered by the revolutionary 
EOS Controller Software, 

is the latest in a long history 
of agency-preferred traffic 
controllers, known for their 
focus on safety, efficiency, 

responsiveness, and 
ease of use.


